
HOW TO WRITE AN EXTENDED ESSAY PLAN

When it comes to writing a first draft of your Extended Essay, or any essay, a solid structure is one of the surest
guarantees of success there is.

Make sure it has a self-evidently literary focus - key words like theme, motif, lexis, etc will help you in this
respect - and also that it's not too long or awkwardly phrased. I'll set it out as a list because it's easier to read in
pieces quantized form, as my physics-filled mind suggests , and because it's easier to find the place you're at
for reference. If your topic is not significant and there is no need to study it, your chances to succeed are less
than minimal. With the wrong question, you're setting yourself up to fail. So it is not possible to verify their
accuracy. Your conclusion is supposed to be neither a summary of your arguments nor a reiteration of your
introduction; rather, it should be a new 'synthesis' in the light of your arguments, whatever that means. What
has proven more difficult than you expected and how have you dealt with this? Consider making separate
blocks for each part: Introduction Body Conclusion Extended definition essay can reflect the same features
other academic essays have. Research ii : extended essays. For some this will be easy; for others, almost
impossible. You should download the Extended Essay guide as soon as you have decided on your subject and
read the introductory bits, as well as the parts specific to Group 1 languages, several times through. Most
students brainstorm possible ideas, ask for suggestions and read successful EE samples which are often
available in your high school library. There should be primary, secondary, and tertiary information sources to
make the entire picture more diverse and convincing. While students should have a sense of the direction and
key focus of their essay, it is sometimes advisable to finalize the introduction once the body of the essay is
complete. If you're going to be relying on someone i. Divide paragraphs that are made up of two distinct ideas;
and, obviously, join two that are made up of one. For example, have you learned how to apply course ideas in
a new context? For a business student, if you're doing to do a SWOT analysis and some kind of investment
appraisal, what data will you need to fill in those tools? Freewrites can be extremely useful for brainstorming
and planning essays, and when you realize that after a couple of 25 minute freewrites you basically have
around the words you will need at the end, it makes the whole task seem much easier. Have you under-planned
or over-planned? It is not. To writers like Joyce or Eliot intertextuality is not just useful, it's fundamental.
Make your Introduction brief and striking. Annotated Bibliography This part of the task requires your focus to
read through sources. If you're aiming for the highest grade it would be good not make a point that is too
obvious, if that makes any sense. Ask random people you know who are good at English this forum might be a
good resource for feedback, even if it's just so much as whether it feels like an A or a C. Leavis insisted that
criticism should involve the shaping of contemporary sensibility Bilan  It should also - hopefully - give you a
direction in which to revise. So try to find just one that relates to your Extended Essay, print it out, take a
couple of hours with Dictionary. This means that essays containing more than 4, words will be compromised
across all assessment criteria. If they don't give you the numbers or the interview that you need within a
month, it's probably time to change your RQ. It is also easier than trying to add references at a later stage.
What have you learned about yourself already, as a result of doing this work? That gives you an idea of how
structurally rigid your essay is, how clearly the arguments follow each other, and how well you have
paragraphed. And the best way to make sure you have a skeleton instead of just gelatine is that a rhyme?


